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ABSTRACT: Intermolecular charge transport through π-conjugated molecules
plays an essential role in biochemical redox processes and energy storage
applications. In this work, we observe highly efficient intermolecular charge
transport upon dimerization of pyridinium molecules in the cavity of a synthetic
host (cucurbit[8]uril, CB[8]). Stable, homoternary complexes are formed
between pyridinium molecules and CB[8] with high binding affinity, resulting
in an offset stacked geometry of two pyridiniums inside the host cavity. The
charge transport properties of free and dimerized pyridiniums are characterized
using a scanning tunneling microscope-break junction (STM-BJ) technique. Our
results show that π-stacked pyridinium dimers exhibit comparable molecular
conductance to isolated, single pyridinium molecules, despite a longer transport
pathway and a switch from intra- to intermolecular charge transport. Control
experiments using a CB[8] homologue (cucurbit[7]uril, CB[7]) show that the
synthetic host primarily serves to facilitate dimer formation and plays a minimal role on molecular conductance. Molecular modeling
using density functional theory (DFT) reveals that pyridinium molecules are planarized upon dimerization inside the host cavity,
which facilitates charge transport. In addition, the π-stacked pyridinium dimers possess large intermolecular LUMO−LUMO
couplings, leading to enhanced intermolecular charge transport. Overall, this work demonstrates that supramolecular assembly can
be used to control intermolecular charge transport in π-stacked molecules.

■ INTRODUCTION

Intermolecular charge transport in π-stacked aromatic groups
is central to organic electronics1 and biological processes.2 In
the field of organic electronics, it is widely believed that device
efficiency critically depends on interchain charge transport
between π-conjugated molecules.3−5 In biology, charge
transport through π-stacked DNA base pairs6,7 and aromatic
amino acid residues6,7 plays a key role in metabolism,8

photosynthesis,9 and oxidative damage and repair of DNA.10

From this view, understanding intermolecular charge transport
through π-stacked molecules is essential for elucidating the
fundamental mechanisms behind biological redox processes
and for designing new materials for organic electronics.
Despite recent progress, it remains challenging to exper-

imentally study intermolecular charge transport between
aromatic groups at the molecular level. Prior work has
provided evidence for through-space charge transport across
a π-system by leveraging the structural character of [2,2]-
paracyclophane.11,12 However, challenges lie in building well-
defined molecular geometries and controlling the spatial
arrangements and orientations of aromatic rings to enable
strong orbital coupling between adjacent molecules. In the
field of single-molecule electronics, an alternative approach for
studying intermolecular charge transport is to prepare π-

conjugated molecules with only one terminal anchor group,
which enables the formation of single-stacked molecular
junctions by spontaneous π−π stacking. Prior work has used
this strategy to show that intermolecular charge transport
generally results in a 10-fold decrease in conductance
compared to intramolecular transport in oligophenylene
ethynylenes (OPEs) and fluorene molecular junctions.13−16

Recent work has reported that intermolecular charge transport
in π-stacked dimers is enhanced in imidazole-based junctions
and is independent of conjugated structure length in
thiophene-based junctions.17,18 In addition, it was reported
that electric fields induce the formation of terphenyl stacked
dimers using single-molecule techniques.19 However, different
π-stacked geometries such as parallel offset or T-shape
arrangements of aromatic rings are known to occur in
experiments, which complicates the interpretation of exper-
imental data and comparison to theoretical models.20 For these
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reasons, direct experimental measurement of charge transport
in discrete aromatic dimers with well-defined geometries,
separation distances, and stacking arrangements remains
challenging.
Recently, supramolecular assembly has been used to build

structures with well-defined geometries for molecular elec-
tronics.21 For example, cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) and crown
ether have been used to form [2]rotaxane structures to study
the effect of host−guest interactions on intrachain charge
transport.22−24 Despite these advances, the application of
supramolecular assembly to understand intermolecular charge
transport has been far less explored. Discrete, π-stacked dimers
with well-defined stacking geometries and separation distances
provide an ideal model system to investigate intermolecular
charge transport. To address this challenge, here we used the
rigid synthetic macrocyclic host CB[8] to form defined ternary
binding complexes (Scheme 1a). CB[8] exhibits unique

molecular recognition characteristics enabling dimerization of
specific guest molecules inside the cavity of CB[8] in a
controlled manner.25 Molecular complexation with CB[8]
offers a facile approach to precisely position two aromatic
groups in close proximity in a π-stacked orientation,26 thereby
enabling the investigation of intermolecular charge transport in
discrete dimers.
Prior computational studies reported enhanced intermolec-

ular charge transport between strongly interacting π-
conjugated aromatic molecules with separation distances less
than 4 Å.27,28 Single crystal data and molecular modeling show

that the stacking distance between the aromatic guest
molecules in the cavity of CB[8] is generally around 3.6
Å.29,30 We therefore conjectured that CB[8]-mediated
dimerization of guest molecules would provide an ideal
platform to investigate intermolecular charge transport using
single molecule techniques.
In this work, we study the charge transport properties of

discrete pyridinium dimers stabilized by the synthetic host
molecule CB[8] (Scheme 1b). As a functional motif,
pyridinium is used in several applications including CO2
reduction, organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs), and
redox flow batteries.31−33 From this view, understanding
charge transport in pyridiniums is essential for designing new
organic electronic materials. Herein, four pyridinium guest
molecules (G1−G4) were used to investigate intra- and
intermolecular charge transport using the CB[8]-mediated self-
assembly approach. Molecular complexes were extensively
characterized by NMR, X-ray diffraction (XRD), isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC), UV−vis absorption, fluorescence
emission spectra, and density functional theory (DFT)
simulations. Our results show that the pyridinium guests are
dimerized into the cavity of CB[8] in a head-to-tail geometry
with high binding affinity and compact π−π stacked structures.
We directly measured the intermolecular conductance through
pyridinium dimers using a scanning tunneling microscope-
break junction (STM-BJ) technique. Remarkably, single-
molecule conductance experiments show that intermolecular
conductance through pyridinium dimers is comparable to the
intramolecular conductive pathway. XRD crystal analysis and
DFT simulations show that pyridinium molecules undergo
planarization upon dimerization inside the host cavity, thereby
facilitating efficient charge transport. Moreover, electronic
coupling calculations show that the tight π-stacked geometry
imposed by the host−guest interaction leads to strong
intermolecular electronic coupling comparable to common
organic semiconductors such as perylenediimide (PDI) and
pentacene,34,35 suggesting that efficient intermolecular charge
transport is accessible. We further studied the role of the
synthetic host on charge transport using a structural
homologue of the host molecule, which revealed that the
host molecule does not directly participate in charge transport.
In addition, our results show that the counterion plays a key
role in molecular conductance. Broadly, our work provides an
improved understanding of intermolecular charge transport in
well-defined π-stacked pyridiniums, suggesting that host−guest
complexes provide a valuable set of modular molecular
components for building π-stacked geometries for molecular
electronic devices.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of Com-

plexes. We designed and synthesized four pyridinium
derivatives (G1−G4) by protonating or methylating the
corresponding arylpyridine (Supporting Information Figures
S1−S6). To perform single-molecule conductance measure-
ments, guest molecules were terminated with methyl sulfide
(−SMe) which serves as an anchor group for making robust
connections to gold electrodes.36−38 In this way, a discrete
molecular junction is formed that promotes through-space
charge transport between π-stacked pyridinium dimers, as
shown in Scheme 1b. The donor−acceptor character of
monocationic 4-phenylpyridinium molecules, together with the
close spatial proximity imposed upon binding in a head-to-tail

Scheme 1. (a) Schematic of Molecular Design for Studying
Intermolecular Charge Transport Using Synthetic
Macrocycle-Mediated Dimerization; (b) Schematic of
Molecular Junction Formed by a Single Pyridinium
Molecule or Host−Guest Ternary Complex
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geometry in CB[8] cavities, leads to strong π−π coupling in
pyridinium dimers known as aromatic donor−acceptor
interaction.29,39−41

Following synthesis, complexation between pyridinium and
CB[8] was characterized using 1H NMR. Upon addition of 0.5
equiv of CB[8] to a solution of G1−G4, the proton signals of
guest molecules show a marked shift (Figure 1a), indicating
the formation of a 2:1 homoternary complex. Each proton was
assigned based on 2D 1H−1H correlation spectroscopy
(COSY) NMR spectra (Figures S7−S10). It is known that
the proton signals of guest molecules shift to higher fields upon
dimerization into the cavity of CB[8], whereas the resonances
of protons outside the cavity exhibit a downfield shift.42,43 All
proton resonances residing on aromatics display large upfield
shifts (Δδ > 0.5 ppm) upon binding, indicating that the
aromatic moiety resides inside the cavity of CB[8]. Moreover,

the methyl sulfide resonance in G1 and G2 exhibits a slight
upfield chemical shift of ca. 0.2 ppm, suggesting that these
moieties are slightly encapsulated by CB[8], while the methyl
sulfide proton signal in G3 and G4 slightly shifts to lower
fields, confirming that the SMe group in these molecules is
located outside the CB[8] cavity. The binding geometries
inferred from NMR are summarized in Figure 1a.
The formation of a discrete 2:1 homoternary complex was

further confirmed by 1H NMR titrations (Figures S11−S14)
and 2D rotating-frame nuclear Overhauser effect (ROESY)
and diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) (Figures
S15−S27). Notably, both free and bound guest molecules
G1−G4 exhibit distinct and sharp NMR signals in titration
experiments, indicating that the association and dissociation of
host−guest complexes undergo slow exchange equilibrium on
the NMR time scale. Furthermore, DOSY experiments show

Figure 1. Chemical characterization of host−guest complexes. (a) 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, D2O, 0.5 mM, 298 K) of the ternary complexes
(HG1−HG4) and corresponding guest molecules (G1−G4). The host−guest molar ratio in the complex is 1:2. Counterions (Cl−) and NMR
signals between δ 5.0 and 4.5 ppm have been omitted for clarity. Protonated pyridiniums were prepared in situ by mixing corresponding pyridine
with 27 equiv of DCl. (b) Crystal structure of HG1. Distances are shown to define the geometry of homoternary complexes.
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that the diffusion coefficient (D) of the unbound guest (G1−
G4) in aqueous solution is in the range (5.3−6.5) × 10−10 m2/
s. Smaller values of D were observed for the homoternary
complexes ranging in the range (2.6−2.7) × 10−10 m2/s, which
are generally less than that of free CB[8] (D = 3.1 × 10−10 m2/
s) (Table S1).44 These results support the formation of a
single, well-defined complex involving the stacking of two
pyridinium guest molecules held together by a CB[8] host. In
addition, the binding complexes HG1−HG4 exhibit bath-
ochromic shifts in UV−vis absorption and fluorescence
emission maxima, suggesting that π−π stacking in pyridinium
dimers results in electron-delocalization in guest molecules
(Figure S28).29,44

Geometrical parameters of the homoternary complex were
determined using XRD analysis of a single crystal of HG1
(Figure 1b, Supporting Information Section S5). Crystal
structure analysis clearly shows that two independent
molecules of G1 are encapsulated in the cavity of CB[8] in a
head-to-tail offset stacking with a distance of 3.64 Å, a typical
distance for aromatic stacking.41 In addition, binding constants
(Ka) for the formation of ternary complex and related
thermodynamic parameters were determined from ITC and
NMR (Supporting Information, Section S6, Figures S29−S30,
and Table S3). The large Ka value (>107 M−2) indicates a
strong binding affinity.29,40 In addition, we assessed the ability
to form a 1:1:1 heteroternary complex by mixing two different
guest molecules with equimolar amounts of CB[8]. However,
NMR results revealed a mixture of various binding complexes
rather than a single well-defined complex (Figures S31−S32).
Single-Molecule Conductance of Pyridinium Dimers.

We used the scanning tunneling microscope-break junction

(STM-BJ) technique to characterize the charge transport
properties of guest molecules and host−guest complexes. In all
cases, STM-BJ measurements were performed in aqueous
solution at identical concentrations as NMR experiments, and
the results from 103 to 104 individual measurements were
compiled into histograms for statistical analysis (Supporting
Information, Section 1).42,43 A single STM-BJ measurement is
generally completed in 250−350 ms with a tip pulling rate of
20 nm/s, thereby requiring approximately 2−3 h for data
collection of a large molecular ensemble for robust statistical
analysis. NMR experiments suggest that the complexation
undergoes slow exchange equilibrium longer than the second
time scale (Scheme 1a). Based on the characteristic time scale
for complex disassociation, the host−guest complex is expected
to remain associated and bound over the time scale of the
STM-BJ experimental measurement, which enables linkage to
the gold electrode. In general, we observed both the bound
(stacked pyridinium dimer) and unbound (free pyridinium)
state of the host−guest complexes at equilibrium in STM-BJ
experiments. Complexes HG1−HG4 contain two anchor
groups (−SMe) from the two encapsulated guest molecules,
thereby enabling linkage to gold electrodes and the formation
of robust molecular junctions.38 On the other hand, positively
charged pyridinium groups can link to gold electrodes via
electrostatic interactions.47,48 Therefore, guest molecules not
bound in host−guest complexes form molecular junctions
coupled through the terminal SMe and pyridinium groups
(Scheme 1b).
Characteristic single-molecule conductance-displacement

traces for G1−G4 and HG1−HG4 are shown in Figure 2a−
d. Detailed analysis on individual molecular conductance traces

Figure 2. Single molecule conductance of host−guest molecules. (a-d) Characteristic single molecule conductance traces for G1−G4 and HG1−
HG4 (applied bias 0.25 V). STM-BJ experiments were performed using 0.5 mM aqueous solution (in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH = 4.8). All
host−guest complexes HG1−HG4 have chloride counterions. For the ternary complexes HG3 and HG4, two different types of single molecule
conductance traces are observed corresponding to junctions formed by unbound pyridinium and the ternary complex. For HG1 and HG2, the two
different conductance pathways are generally not distinguishable in our measurements. Here, G0 = 77.5 μS is the quantum unit of conductance. (e-
h) Series of 1D conductance histograms for guest molecule (top) and corresponding binding complex (bottom) (applied bias 0.25 V). Dotted lines
show Lorentzian fits.
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for HG3−HG4 solutions show two distinct behaviors. The
dominant conductance traces exhibit larger electrode-electrode
displacement which can be assigned to the fully formed
homoternary complex, whereas a small fraction of conductance
traces is assigned to the free guest molecule by direct
comparison with the conductance traces of the corresponding
free guest molecules. These results are consistent with
chemical characterization which indicates that the formation
of bound complexes is highly favorable. In general, the stacked
pyridinium dimer of HG1−HG4 exhibits a comparable
molecular conductance (∼10−3−10−4 G0) to the correspond-
ing unbound pyridinium (G1−G4). Prior work using single-
molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) suggested that the
binding force of a CB[8] ternary complex is around 0.14−
0.16 nN,49 which is similar in magnitude to the strength of Au-
SMe interactions measured by conductive AFM (0.5 nN).50 In
our measurements, the conductance-displacement traces show
that the junction displacements at breakage are consistent with
fully formed host−guest complexes, suggesting that the
binding complexes generally remain intact until junction
breakage.
Individual molecular conductance traces are compiled into

one-dimensional (1D) histograms without data selection
(Figure 2e−h), which enables determination of the maximum
average molecular conductance by fitting to a Lorentzian
function.51 Our results show that the stacked pyridinium
dimers in HG1−HG4 have a conductance plateau around 10−4

G0, which is comparable to free pyridinium molecules (G1−
G4). We further analyzed the results from HG3 solutions to
determine possible shoulders or obscured peaks using the
holding mode of operation of STM-BJ (Figures S33 and S34),
wherein HG3 molecular junctions are held at a fixed position
for 150 ms and transient molecular conductance is measured.
Our results show that the molecular conductance of HG3
solutions is well described by a primary conductance peak
around ∼10−3.7 G0. The possible shoulder around 10−3 G0 is
attributed to geometry changes or junction rupture during the
pulling process in the tapping mode of operation of STM-BJ.
In general, we did not observe evidence of stable dimer
junction formation for free guest molecules in the absence of
host.
To further understand the charge transport behavior of

host−guest complexes, two-dimensional (2D) histograms of
conductance versus displacement and molecular displacement
distribution histograms were used to analyze G1−G4 and
HG1−HG4 (Figures 3a−d and S35−S40). Prior STM-BJ
measurements have shown that the displacement between
electrodes is directly correlated with the contour length of the
molecule held in the junction.52,53 Our results show that the
conductive pathways of G1 and G2 exhibit a relative tip-to-
substrate displacement of ∼0.2 nm, which is close to that of
HG1 and HG2 (Figures S35−S36). Crystal structures show
that the end-to-end molecular lengths of pyridinium dimers in
HG1 and HG2 are approximately the same as those for the
corresponding single pyridinium molecules. However, the 2D
conductance histograms for G3 and G4 show that the
molecular conductance is associated with a small relative tip-
to-substrate displacement of ∼0.2−0.3 nm (Figure 3a−b),
whereas charge transport in the pyridinium dimers in HG3 and
HG4 occurs with larger molecular extensions of ∼0.6−0.7 nm
(Figure 3c−d). In general, the increase in molecular length for
HG3 and HG4 is consistent with the structures of the
supramolecular complexes interpreted from NMR character-

ization. We further performed a series of control experiments
to assess the molecular conductance of the synthetic host
molecule CB[8] in the absence of guest molecules. Our results
show no significant molecular conductance in the range 10−5−
100 G0 for CB[8] alone (Figure S37), which suggests that the
host molecule does not directly contribute to the molecular
conductance features in solutions of HG1−HG4 complexes.
To further investigate intermolecular charge transport in

pyridinium dimers, we used flicker noise analysis (Figures 3e−f
and Figures S41−S44). For these experiments, molecular
junctions are captured and held at a fixed position for ∼150 ms
while conductance fluctuations are determined. Traces that
contain junctions within 1.5 standard deviations of the average
conductance values are selected, and noise is quantified by
numerically integrating the conductance noise power spectral
density (PSD) between frequencies of 100 and 1000 Hz.54

Prior work by Venkataraman and co-workers16,17 and Hong
and co-workers18,19 has shown that intermolecular charge
transport results in large variations in noise and average
conductance, and the correlation is quantified by the scaling
exponent (n) of the normalized noise power (noise power/Gn)
versus the average normalized conductance (G). A scaling
exponent of n ≈ 2 suggests through-space transmission in the
coupled molecular junction, whereas an exponent n ≈ 1
corresponds to through-bond transport. Our results clearly
show that molecular conductance in HG3 (n = 1.9) and HG4
(n = 1.7) complexes occurs by through-space transmission.
These results further support the notion that charge transport

Figure 3. 2D conductance histograms (applied bias 0.25 V) of G3
(a), G4 (b), HG3 (c), and HG4 (d). 2D histograms of noise power/
G as a function of average conductance for (e) HG3 and (f) HG4,
respectively. Scaling exponents (n) are determined by normalizing
noise power by Gn until the bivariate normal distribution gives a
correlation of approximately zero between normalized noise power
and average conductance.
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in host−guest complexes involves coupled intermolecular
charge transport in pyridinium dimers.
Attempts at measuring the conductance noise PSD of guest

molecules G1−G4 alone were unsuccessful, likely due to the
weak coupling interactions between pyridiniums and gold
electrodes, which decreased junction stability during the
holding mode of operation of STM-BJ. These observations
further support the notion that two terminal SMe groups allow
for stable junction formation for stacked pyridinium dimers in
host−guest complexes HG1−HG4. Overall, the PSD analysis
suggests that charge transport in the ternary complexes occurs
through a through-space transmission within the capsulated
dimer.
Charge transport in guest molecules G1−G4 occurs via an

intramolecular pathway, whereas charge transport in host−
guest complexes HG1−HG4 occurs by through-space coupling
or intermolecular transport between adjacent stacked pyr-
idinium dimers in the host cavity. Prior work reported that
intermolecular charge transport in single-stacked terphenyl,
oligophenylene ethynylene, or fluorene junctions generally
results in a 10-fold decrease in molecular conductance
compared to the intramolecular pathway,13−16,19 which is
fundamentally different than our observations for stacked
pyridiniums in host−guest complexes (Figures 2 and 3). From
this view, it is remarkable that HG1−HG4 complexes show
comparable single-molecule conductance with their corre-
sponding guest molecules, despite the qualitatively different
charge transport pathways for supramolecular complexes.
Based on these results, we aimed to understand the underlying
charge transport mechanism using a series of control
experiments and DFT simulations.
Analysis of Intermolecular Charge Transport. Charge

transport in molecular junctions is generally affected by
molecule−electrode contacts.38,55 In our experiments, host−
guest complexes HG1−HG4 are linked to electrodes via
symmetric Au−S interactions. However, guest molecules G1−
G4 are linked to electrodes by asymmetric interactions

consisting of a Au−S bond at one terminus and a weaker
electrostatic interaction between pyridinium and the Au
electrode at the other terminus. Prior work has shown that
weaker coupling in anchor−electrode contacts and asymmetric
contacts decrease molecular conductance.56−58 To understand
the nature of electrode contact interactions and the impact on
molecular conductance in guest molecules, we performed a
series of control experiments using two arylpyridine molecules
(PY1 and PY2, Figures S45 and S46). Our results show that
pyridinium guest molecules G1−G4 exhibit slightly lower
conductance values compared to the corresponding arylpyr-
idine molecules, which is attributed to weaker coupling
between the electrode and pyridinium compared to pyridine.
Notably, PY2 exhibits similar molecular conductance com-
pared to the stacked pyridinium dimers (around 10−4 G0),
despite the fact that the charge transport in arylpyridine is
dominated by intramolecular transmission through a shorter
end-to-end molecular length compared to the binding
complexes (Figure S47). Furthermore, a terphenyl molecule
with symmetric −SMe contacts was reported to show an
intramolecular conductance around 10−3.5 G0, and the
corresponding stacked dimer shows molecular conductance
around 10−5 G0,

19 which is smaller than the average molecular
conductance of π-stacked pyridinium dimers measured in this
work. These results indicate that symmetric contacts alone in
the ternary complexes are not sufficient to explain the
unexpectedly large conductance for π-stacked pyridinium
dimers in our experiments.
We further sought to understand the role of the synthetic

host CB[8] on the charge transport properties of pyridinium
dimers. Prior work by Niu and co-workers reported that
bipyridinium (viologen) shows enhanced molecular conduc-
tance when threaded into a CB[8] cavity in a 1:1 binding
complex due to reduced outer sphere reorganization energy.22

However, this conclusion was challenged in a subsequent
publication in which the formation of 2:2 quaternary
complexes between arylviologen and CB[8] was reported.59

Figure 4. Understanding the role of the synthetic host on charge transport. (a) Chemical structure of CB[7] and binding equilibrium between
CB[7] and pyridinium. (b) Schematic illustration of single molecule break junction formed by CB[7]-mediated binary complex. (c-d) 2D
conductance histograms of binary complexes CB[7]G3 and CB[7]G4. (e) 1D conductance histograms of CB[7]-mediated binary binding
complexes. Molecular conductance is determined by Lorentzian fitting ranging from 10−2 to 10−5 G0 (solid line). (f) Comparison of the
conductance of free pyridiniums and CB[7]-bound pyridiniums.
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To understand how the synthetic host affects the charge
transport properties of stacked pyridinium, we use cucurbit[7]-
uril (CB[7]), a smaller homologue to CB[8] (Figure 4a−b).
CB[7] shows similar binding properties to CB[8] albeit with a
smaller portal diameter (5.4 Å) compared to CB[8] (6.9 Å),
which allows for the complexation of only one aromatic guest
molecule (Figures S48−S55).25,43 Results from STM-BJ
experiments on host−guest complexes formed by CB[7] are
shown in Figures 4c−e and S56. Comparisons between CB[7]-
mediated binary complexes and free pyridiniums imply that
changes in microenvironment upon encapsulation do not lead
to an enhanced conductance (Figure 4f).
We further investigated the effect of counterions on the

charge transport behavior of pyridinium dimers (Figure 5a,
Supporting Information Section S9). Here, we changed the
counterions of HG2 and HG4 to iodide (HG2-I and HG4-I)
(Figures S57−S65) and added 1 mol equiv of iodide ions to
solutions of HG1 and HG3. We then performed the single-
molecule conductance measurements and flicker noise analysis
using the same setup and conditions. Our results show that the
molecular conductance increases in the presence of iodide
(Figures S66−S70). Iodide ions are known to interact with
metallic electrodes and affect the electrode work function,60−62

which suggests that these observations are due to the
adsorption of iodide on gold electrode surfaces which changes
the alignment between frontier molecular orbital energies of
pyridinium molecules and the Fermi level of the gold
electrode.
DFT Modeling and Simulations. We performed DFT

simulations to understand the geometry of the π-stacked
pyridinium dimer. Molecular modeling of HG1 and HG2 was
performed using corresponding crystal data,29 whereas DFT
simulations of HG3 and HG4 were performed using a
modified structure based on the crystal structure of a ternary
complex formed by 4,4′-bipyridin-1-ium and CB[8].30 In all
cases, molecular geometries were optimized by Gaussian’16
using a range-separated functional (wB97XD) with a 6-
31G(d,p) basis set and the SMD solvation model for water.63

The wB97XD functional provides accurate geometries and
energetics for systems containing noncovalent interactions
including π−π interactions, as opposed to traditional func-
tionals such as B3LYP.64−66 Simulation results show that
pyridiniums are dimerized into the cavity of CB[8] in a head-
to-tail orientation with a compact π−π stacked geometry and
longer sulfur−sulfur distance compared to free pyridinium
molecules (Figures 5b and S71−S76), which is in good
agreement with NMR results. Notably, DFT simulations
suggest that the average interplane torsional angle of the
pyridinium molecules decreases upon dimerization inside the
cavity of the host (Figure 5c). These results are consistent with
XRD crystal data for HG1 and HG2, which indicate that
pyridinium molecules have a planar geometry with a torsion
angle below 10° (Figure 1b). Prior work reported that the
molecular conductance of π-conjugated structures increases
with a decreased interplanar torsion angle.51,67,68 Taken
together, these results suggest that the planarization imposed
by the host−guest interaction facilitates efficient charge
transport across the pyridinium dimer.
To further understand the charge transport properties in

pyridinium dimers, we performed molecular modeling using
nonequilibrium Green’s function-density functional theory
(NEGF-DFT) via the Atomistix Toolkit (ATK) package.69,70

Pyridinium dimers including counterions were modeled using
the DFT-optimized molecular geometry of the binding
complex (wB97XD/6-31G(d,p) and SMD solvation model
for water), and CB[8] was removed to lower the computa-
tional expense (simulation details are included in Supporting
Information, Section S1 and Figures S77−82). The gold
electrode was modeled using Au pyramids on a Au face-
centered cubic (fcc) slab with periodic boundary condi-
tions.37,71 NEGF-DFT simulation results show resonances
located relatively close to EF. In particular, transmission spectra
exhibit strong resonances above EF. It is worth noting that a
similar transmission function shape (i.e., an antiresonance
transmission dip and two nearby resonance transmission
peaks) was observed in conductance measurements of charge

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the molecular conductance between pyridinium monomers and encapsulated dimers G1, G2, G3, and G4
(counterion: Cl−). (b) Ball-and-stick representation of the optimized free pyridinium (G3) and ternary complex structure (HG3) at the wB97XD/
6-31G(d,p) level of theory using SMD solvation model for water. Counterion (Cl−) is shown in green. (c) Comparison of average torsion angle
between free and encapsulated pyridinium molecules.
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transfer (CT) complexes formed by π-conjugated oligothio-
phene and tetracyanoethlene.72,73 In these systems, the
transmission function character was attributed to the Fano
resonance which accounts for a 100-fold increase in molecular
conductance. However, we did not observe evidence of charge
transfer (e.g., CT band in UV/vis spectra) between the
electron-rich thioanisole and the electron-deficient pyridinium
of the guest in this work.
To understand the relationship between stacked geometries

and charge transport, we used DFT to compute the electronic
coupling integrals (V) between pyridiniums within the dimer
complexes (Table 1). Dimer geometries are extracted from the

optimization simulations of the full complexes, and the host
complexes are not included. NEGF-DFT simulations suggest
that conductance through the LUMO channel is favorable, so
we determined the LUMO−LUMO coupling integral (VL). VL
was computed at the wB97XD/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
using a dimer projection (DIPRO) method.74 VL was
computed in both the presence and absence of the chloride
counterion. Our results show large coupling values (>0.1 eV)
of the charge transport integrals similar to those predicted for
high-mobility charge transport organic materials including
perylenediimide whose VL is around 0.1 eV.1,35,75,76 Prior work
on π-conjugated organic materials has shown that the
electronic couplings decay by as much as a factor of ∼4
upon increasing the intercentroid distance from 3.4 to 4 Å.1 In
our system, DFT simulations and XRD analysis reveal that the
intercentroid distance between π-stacked aromatic rings can be
decreased to 3.4 Å (HG2) due to stabilization of the host
molecule. Although the precise values of VL will be sensitive to
the local translation of the dimers, the values of VL are
significantly larger than thermal energy kBT, which is consistent
with large couplings at short intermolecular dimer distances.
These results highlight the importance of tight π−π coupling
imposed by host−guest interactions in intermolecular charge
transport.
As a control, we further used DFT to model spontaneous

dimerization of pyridiniums in the absence of host molecules,
and we compared the interplane torsional angle and electronic
coupling integral with corresponding encapsulated pyridinium
dimers (Table 1 and Figures S83−S89). Simulations were
performed in the absence of the host compound using the
wB97XD/6-31G(d,p)/SMD model (water). Our results show
that the encapsulated dimers generally exhibit a smaller
interplane torsional angle and a larger electronic coupling,
suggesting that intermolecular charge transport in the
encapsulated dimers is more energetically favorable. These
results further support our interpretation that host−guest

complexation facilitates intermolecular charge transport by
creating tighter π−π stacked geometries relative even to those
formed by spontaneous dimerization.
Prior work on single-molecule junctions reported that

extended conjugation patterns and significantly overlapped π-
clouds enable efficient through-space charge transport, thereby
leading to larger conductance values in the through-space
transport pathway.18,77,78 Our results further support the
notion that electronic coupling at the stacking interface
critically determines intermolecular charge transport in
single-molecule junctions. In the present work, we find that
the closely π-stacked pyridinium dimers exhibit similar
molecular conductance close to free pyridinium monomers,
whereas prior work generally reported a 10-fold decrease in the
intermolecular pathway compared to the intramolecular
pathway.13−16,19 Overall, we attribute the unexpectedly large
molecular conductance of the host−guest complexes to
reduced interplanar torsion angles of the guest molecules
upon encapsulation in the guest molecules, which leads to
enhanced intramolecular charge transport. Moreover, tight
π−π stacked geometries stabilized by host−guest interactions
enable strong intermolecular electronic coupling, and con-
sequently lead to efficient intermolecular charge transport.
Finally, we further explored the structure−property

correlations of host−guest complexes by expanding the scope
of guest molecules (Supporting Information, Section S11). In
particular, we identified a bipyridinium derivative that
dimerizes inside the cavity of CB[8] with the electron-rich
thioanisole inside the host, and the molecular junction is linked
by the two pyridinium groups outside the cavity of CB[8]. Our
results show that this complex exhibits a molecular
conductance of ∼10−4 G0, which is consistent with our results
on HG1−HG4. Overall, these results showcase that the
approach presented in this work are applicable beyond the
structures described here.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we utilize self-assembly to achieve discrete and
well-defined supramolecular molecular junctions, thereby
enabling the study of intermolecular charge transport in π-
stacked dimers. Whereas prior work has largely focused on
understanding intramolecular charge transport in single π-
conjugated junctions, our results show that the molecular
conductance of pyridinium dimers is unexpectedly large upon
dimerization and π-stacking in the cavity of CB[8]. Extensive
chemical and physical characterization of the host−guest
complexes shows that the pyridinium dimer stacks in a parallel
offset arrangement with a longer end-to-end charge transport
pathway. Results from DFT simulations together with
experiments using structural analogues reveal that the efficient
molecular conductance arises from the reduced torsion angle
in the pyridinium molecule and the strong π−π coupling in the
pyridinium dimer, and the synthetic host CB[8] does not
significantly affect the charge transport properties. Broadly
speaking, this study offers a model system to investigate the
charge transport properties of stable π-stacked dimeric
structures. Moreover, the dynamic nature of host−guest
complexes are promising designs of molecular electronic
devices with stimuli-responsive properties.
Beyond the applications explored in this work, it is

instructive to consider the potential limitations of using
host−guest complexes for studying molecular charge transport.
In this approach, guest molecules need to be carefully chosen

Table 1. Comparison of Intermolecular LUMO−LUMO
Coupling of π-Stacked Pyridinium Dimers with and without
Host Molecules

#

VL (eV)
with

counterion

VL (eV)
without

counterion #

VL (eV)
with

counterion

VL (eV)
without

counterion

HG1 0.09 0.19 G1
dimer

0.04 0.16

HG2 0.12 0.15 G2
dimer

0.0009 0.07

HG3 0.09 0.20 G3
dimer

0.03 0.15

HG4 0.14 0.20 G4
dimer

0.15 0.18
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to enable (1) the formation of stable homoternary complexes,
(2) head-to-tail stacking geometries in the cavity of CB[8], and
(3) robust linkages to the metallic electrode for conductance
measurements. Moreover, characterizing and analyzing molec-
ular conductance in heteroternary complexes formed by CB[8]
with two complementary guests is challenging. Prior work by
Kiguchi and co-workers on π−π stacked heterocomplexes
revealed technical challenges in controlling molecular
orientation in conductance measurements.79 Nevertheless,
our results suggest that the CB[8]-based host−guest chemistry
offers promising opportunities to explore intermolecular charge
transport between diverse aromatic groups. For example,
selected radical cations including viologen80 and tetrathiaful-
valene81 and amino acids such as phenylalanine82 and
tryptophan83 dimerize inside CB[8], thereby providing a
model system to understand the charge transport mechanism
in redox-active materials and biological nanowires at the
molecular scale.21,84 Moreover, CB[8]-based dynamic com-
plexes have been used to build supramolecular switches that
reversibly transform by the application of external stimuli such
as light, redox potential, or pH.85 In this way, merging the
unique host−guest chemistry and single-molecule conductance
experiments will provide new approaches for functional
molecular electronics.
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